
Mobile Integrated Health Committee
Meeting Minutes
August 25, 2022

Attendance:

X Anne Arundel X Prince George’s X DC Matz - SEMSAC Rep

X Baltimore City X Procare X Dr. Chizmar- MIEMSS

X Charles X Queen Annes PA Burroughs - SEMSAC Rep

X Frederick X Salisbury W. Tiemersma-Chair SEMSAC

Howard X Talbot

X Montgomery X Worcester X Cecil

.

Call meeting to order at 0905 hours

Roll Call
Additions/Corrections Approval of Minutes -

No minutes to review due to computer loss of file and no recording.

Introductions - PGFD LT Pinkney
Talbot Rachael Cox

Old Business

Dr Chizmar -
● MIH module to CRISP in pending. No associated costs, just feasibility of the data tables

making the transition.
● SB295: For the group that met to work on the definitions, we need to flush the document

out some to be more descriptive on the bullets for the payors to know more information.
Estimated to be effective 1/1/23 but the Medicaid office has time to get the “rules”
addressed. Aim to provide compensation for MIH calls for Medicaid calls. Request for
copy of SB295 added to the google drive.

● Clinician titles in Emeds  for Community Paramedics are still being worked on.
Licensure is being worked with as well so that there doesn't have to be extra work down
the road.  Clinicians would only be CP’s in their specific jurisdictions not all jurisdictions if
they hold multiple affiliations. Even though under licensure it will show that they are a
MIH CP.  Just keep that on your radar for those that are dual affiliations.

● September and November the protocol committee will be meeting to work on protocols
for 2023.  If you have any to mind this is the time to push them forward.

○ Matt Burgan - Health Dept and Frederick is in the final stages for Bup submission
to MIEMSS.   It is currently under review by the Health Dept and Frederick Fire
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Rescue for final approval.  This would be the first Bup program in the state if
approved.

● EMT’s and Paramedics - As long as there is a minimum of a MIH Credentialed
Paramedic on the call.

● MIH Credentialed renewal - re-up the members annually? Dr Chizmar stated that he
would recommend reup and not just leave it and forget it. Zach stated in his opinion it
would be some kind of additional training for reup.  Symposiums could be an anchor for
8 hrs for MIH con ed credits which would satisfy and/or there could be additional training
that could count towards your reup.  MIEMSS is open to 1,2,3,5 whatever years we
suggest just would be across the state not individual jurisdictions.  Tracking purposes
drive the re-up.

○ Motion to re-up at the jurisdictional level every two years by Zach, second by
Tuitt. No objections. Motion passed with unanimous consent.

○ Motion to require 16 hours every two years of MIH specific con ed, second by
Phippin. No objections. Motion passed with unanimous consent.

● Educational component - Zach will touch base with Kevin Turner and finalize the
education with the voice overs.  Rachael Cox stated she will help out.

● Emeds licensure - Matt Burgan - Topics were covered earlier under Dr. Chizmar. Thanks
to Jason and Dr. Chizmar for helping make this come to fruition.

● Fall symposium update - Avital is lead- With the change over in Talbot there was a
pause.  Do we want to have virtual or in person? Great speakers with virtual vs in
person. Worries of COVID as well.  Virtual have conveniences but in person is important
as well.  Large discussion of how to hold the symposiums with locations, funds etc.
Thoughts of EMS Conferences. EMS Care or Fireman's convention could also be an
option.

New Business
None

Good of the order
Talbot - agree to tying into the preconference, thanks.
Cecil - joined late due to a schedule mistake.
PG- Shared folder, unable to open. Google login is needed.
Baltimore City - Transitioning units around.  Any thoughts to MFRI or NFA for the
symposium/training for MIH.
Montgomery - Crisis intervention training conference and Avital will be presenting on
how they respond to crises and collaborate with police. Attending EMS World in October.
Still in holding pattern for drop offs to the crisis center.
Howard (submitted report)- Finishing up the strategic plan for stakeholders. Early
October tentative for joint visits with the Howard Community Care team. Finished dept
training on GrassRoots which is their local crisis stabilization center.
QA - Matt & Avital MIH Framework meeting after this meeting, and the 2pm meeting with
ImageTrend.
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Next Month's meeting will be virtual but the goal is to have October in person.  In person
meetings are usually targeted for AACO as a central location. Send Avital your email so she can
add anyone who is not in the shared drive.

Next meeting will be October 27, 2022

Adjourn
Motion to adjourn by Rachael, second by Matt, Motion Passed.

Meeting adjourned at 1022 hours.

Respectfully submitted by Jessica Thomas, Secretary 8/25/2022


